Causal links between plasma and CSF endorphin levels in stress: vector-ARMA analysis.
To explore causal links between vital sign responses and immunoreactive beta-endorphin ("i-BE") rises in blood and CSF during ovine endotoxin stress, we analyzed concurrent i-BE levels in these two compartments by a "vector-ARMA" (= autoregressive moving average) method. This technique--widely used for modeling in other applications--has not to our knowledge been employed to study dynamic relationships of neuropeptides. Log-transformed i-BE levels were first "filtered" by repeated observations ANOVA to confirm significance of rises in both compartments. Next, vector-ARMA methodology was applied to derive an optimal causal model of vital sign changes and i-BE entry into plasma vs. CSF pools. The model indicated that reflux of i-BE from blood into CSF contributed to increases in CSF levels of this hormone. This novel application to neuroendocrinology of this approach illustrates its utility in evaluating changes in one or more neuropeptide levels in multiple compartments to indicate potentially causal relationships.